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1 Introduction

The E region of the ionosphere, from roughly 90 km to 130 km, is a very active part
of the atmosphere. In these heights, a fairly large plasma density combined with
the presence of both magnetic and electric fields, allows plasma instabilities to grow.
The different mass of electron and the positive ions makes them react differently to
electric and magnetic fields and creates a relative drift between electrons and ions,
which then drives a modified two-stream instability called “Farley-Buneman” waves
[Farley , 1963; Buneman, 1963].
These Farley-Buneman waves are electrostatic fluctuations in the plasma density,

and they are an important mechanism from which we can learn a lot about the iono-
sphere itself, because their properties depend on many ionospheric parameters that
are otherwise difficult to measure. By simply reflecting a radar beam off these insta-
bilities and studying the echo, many of these properties can be determined [Greenwald
et al., 1985].
However, the waves have the ability to travel vertically, and because of the Iono-

sphere’s exponential decay of both plasma and neutral density, a wave’s properties
can change significantly during its lifetime. Therefore, in order to be able to corre-
late experimental measurements with theory, the theory has to take into account the
non- uniformity of the ionosphere. In particular, the eigenfrequency in a plane wave
treatment becomes a function of altitude [St.-Maurice, 1985], clearly violating the
plane wave assumption. This means that another way to describe such a wave must
be used.

2 Theory

2.1 Model

The theoretical groundwork for the problem which this project aims to solve was
done by Chen [1996]. The basic idea behind this treatment of non-local waves is
an approach similar to the WKB method, a difference to the usual WKB treatment
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Figure 1: Geometry of the model. ~vd

is the electron-ion drift, k‖ and k⊥are
the parallel and perpendicular com-
ponents of the wave vector ~k, θ is the
aspect angle, i. e. the angle between
the wave vector and the horizontal
direction.

being that the plasma density perturbation is assumed to have an amplitude and a
phase, both of which are real. Therefore, growth and decay of the wave are expressed
by changes in the amplitude, whereas the wave motion is expressed through a change
in phase:

δn

n0

= A(z, t) exp[iS(z, t)] (1)

where δn is the density fluctuation, n0 is the background density, and A and S are
the amplitude and phase, respectively. For this separation into an amplitude and a
phase to be valid, one must assume that the phase carries a “fast” timescale of wave
propagation, whereas the amplitude carries the “slow” timescale of wave growth and
decay, and that therefore the derivatives of the phase should be much, much larger
than those of the amplitude.
The wave will propagate mostly in the horizontal x direction, but it is assumed

to be uniform in that direction, meaning that the x coordinate can be ignored in the
expression for the phase.

2.2 Phase Behavior

From equation (1) we can then define an instantaneous frequency and parallel wave
number

ω = −
∂S

∂t
(2)

k‖ =
∂S

∂z
(3)

This definition becomes obvious when compared to the standard plane wave analysis,
where S = k‖z − ωt. However, in our case neither ω nor k‖ are constant, both
are functions of space and time, making the definition as derivatives of the phase
necessary. What is constant is the magnitude of the wave vector k, and with it the
wave length.
To find a relationship between ω and k‖, one simply needs to look at the dispersion
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Figure 2: Example wave
train where frequency is a
function of altitude. Ini-
tially the wave is uniform
in the vertical direction
(no wave crests), but be-
cause the wave is oscillat-
ing faster at higher alti-
tudes, it develops a verti-
cal structure and the num-
ber of wave crests in the z
direction keeps increasing.

relation of the waves, in this case the standard Farley-Buneman dispersion relation

ω = kvD/

(

1 + Ψ0(z) + Ψ1(z)
k2
‖

k2

)

(4)

where k is the wave vector, vD is the electron drift speed, and Ψ0 and Ψ1 are di-
mensionless functions, and could be called “motion factors”. They express how the
waves react to perpendicular electric fields (Ψ0 = νeνi/ΩeΩi) or parallel electric fields
(Ψ1 = νeΩe/νiΩi). Both are functions of the ion and electron collision frequencies,
and so depend roughly exponentially on z, through the exponential decay of the neu-
tral density. In these expressions, Ωe and Ωi are simply the electron and ion cyclotron
frequencies, and they are constant.
Equation (4) can be written in terms of phase speed vph = ω/k and aspect angle

θ = k‖/k as
vph = vD/

(

1 + Ψ0(z) + θ2Ψ1(z)
)

(5)

The mixed derivatives of equations (2) and (3) must be equal, and we find

∂k‖
∂t
= −

∂ω

∂z
(6)

∂θ

∂t
+

∂vph

∂z
= 0 (7)

This is the conservation law associated with the definitions of θ and vph. The physical
meaning of it becomes clear when one considers that k‖ is associated with the number
of wave crests in the z direction, and ω represents the change in the wave crests due
to the wave propagation. If the wave propagates with the same speed at all altitudes,
or equivalently, if it has the same frequency ω everywhere, the number of wave crests
will be constant, and it is just a plane wave. Another way of describing this law is
that it forces the phase to be continuous.
The importance of this relation for a non-uniform frequency like in the non-local

Farley-Buneman problem is demonstrated by figure 2, which shows how a non-uniform
frequency creates vertical structure.
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2.3 Amplitude

The amplitude evolution is given by the standard wave equation with growth:

∂A

∂t
+ vg‖

∂A

∂z
= γeff (8)

Again we neglect the x direction, and only consider the vertical z direction, where
vg‖ then is the vertical (parallel to B) group velocity and γeff denotes the “effective”
growth rate. It is called effective because in addition to the standard, local Farley-
Buneman growth rate it also includes, as Chen pointed out, additional non-local
terms.
The group velocity follows the usual definition, which we can evaluate using equa-

tion (4) as

vg‖ =
∂ω

∂k‖
= −

kvD ·Ψ1(z)
2k‖

k2

(

1 + Ψ0(z) + Ψ1(z)
k2

‖

k2

)2
= −vD

2θΨ1(z)
(

1 + Ψ0(z) + θ2Ψ1(z)
)2

(9)

The growth rate on the other hand is rather complicated, and the derivation cannot
be reproduced here but has been done by Chen [1996]. The resulting equation is

γeff =
(v2

ph − c2
s)Ψ

k2(1 + Ψ)νi

− vg‖

[

1

2θ

∂θ

∂z
−

1

1 + Ψ

∂Ψ

∂z
+

1

kvD

∂kvD

∂z

]

(10)

where cs is the ion-acoustic speed, νi is the ion-neutral collision frequency, and Ψ =
1 + Ψ0(z) + θ2Ψ1(z).
Therefore the amplitude is the solution of the partial differential equation (8),

which is linear but includes terms that depend on the aspect angle θ as well as the
altitude z itself. This means that in general it can’t be solved analytically, but only
with numerical methods, which shall be used to find a solution in the next section.

3 Results

To summarize the previous sections, the problem is defined by the two partial differ-
ential equations

θt + vph,z(z, θ) = 0 (11)

At + vg‖(z, θ)Az = γeff (z, θ, θz) (12)

In order to be able to do numerical calculations, it is of course necessary to evaluate
all the parameters that occur in the equations. In this case, we need to consider
the atmosphere’s properties, which must be taken from an ionospheric model. Here
we use the MSIS 90 [Hedin, 1991], which unfortunately only gives values at discrete
intervals.
To be able to use this in a numerical solver, we would have to interpolate the

model results, which considerably slows down the calculations. Another alternative,
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which we have chosen to employ here, is to simply approximate the model’s results
with an empirical function. For simple ionospheric cases, i. e. little disturbance and
normal temperature profiles, we found that we could approximate the crucial collision
frequencies with these formulas:

νe(z) = 0.1601933278× 107 exp
(

(−.1893400520 z + 15.14720416)
)

+426.7403065 exp
(

(−.0502795862 z + 7.541937930)
)

(13)

νi(z) = 71184.3636 exp
(

(−.1899416716 z + 15.19533373)
)

+14.87151952 exp
(

(−.0596655464 z + 8.949831960)
)

(14)

The difference to the model values is less than 5%, which is good enough for this
simulation. And because the approximated function are much faster to evaluate
than piecewise defined interpolation functions, it only takes 3 minutes to calculate
the solution, as opposed to several hours with interpolated functions. Knowing the
collision frequencies, it will then be possible to run a numerical calculation, all other
terms are simply constant.

3.1 Aspect Angle

We can rewrite equation (11) in a form that shows better how to solve it using the
method of characteristics, by separating vph,z into a term that is proportional to θz

and a term that doesn’t depend on derivatives in θ:

θt + c(z, θ)θz = f(z, θ) (15)

where c is the partial derivative of vph with respect to θ. Interestingly, this is exactly
the same as the parallel group velocity of the amplitude. Therefore, both amplitude
and the aspect angle follow the same characteristic curves.

c(z, θ) = −2
vDθΨ1(z)

Ψ(z, θ)2
f(z, θ) =

vDΨ0,z(z) + θ2Ψ1,z(z)

Ψ(z, θ)2
(16)

Figures 3 and 4 show the functions c(z, θ) and f(z, θ), respectively. The charac-
teristic speed is zero for θ = 0, but then increases linearly at first, except for low
altitudes (below 90 km), where it is zero no matter what the aspect angle is. It is an
odd function in θ, i. e. c(z,−θ) = −c(z, θ), but only the values for negative aspect
angles are shown because as we will see below, the aspect angle can only become more
negative.
The function peaks at roughly -0.5 degrees, but still remains relatively large for

aspect angles beyond the maximum. Because c is positive, all characteristics will
move to higher altitudes, and the dependence on θ will mean that we can expect to
see crossing characteristics, where the path of a characteristic with, say, -0.5 degrees
aspect angle crosses a characteristic with 0 degrees. This will lead to the development
of shocks in the aspect angle.
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Figure 3: c(z, θ), the characteristic
speed of the aspect angle
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Figure 4: f(z, θ), the growth term of
the aspect angle

The growth term f(z, θ) is large only in the region from 80 to 100 km, with a
peak at 90 km. It is negative everywhere, which means that the aspect angle can only
decrease with time. Together with the characteristic speed c, the result is that after a
certain time, all characteristics will move towards higher altitudes. It is non-zero (and
in fact largest) for an aspect angle of zero, so that even an initial condition of zero
will develop non-zero values very quickly. Because f is essentially zero above 100 km,
this means that characteristics there have no change in θ, and keep a characteristic
speed of 0, whereas the characteristics starting at 90 km will quickly have a positive
speed and collide with the higher characteristics, leading to a shock.

3.2 Numerical Solution for the Aspect Angle

It is fairly straightforward to use Maple’s numerical PDE solving capabilities to nu-
merically integrate equation (11) and find a solution for the aspect angle. Figure 5
shows the characteristics, as given by Maple’s PDEPlot function, for an initial con-
dition of θ0 = 0. This will be the most typical initial condition, with no vertical
structure initially, but other initial conditions are possible too.
The figure clearly shows that after about 0.3 seconds, several characteristics cross

and the solution becomes multi-valued. However, a multi-valued solution is not mean-
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Figure 5: Characteristic curves of the
aspect angle for the initial condition
θ0 = 0. The solution becomes multi-
valued after about 0.3 s.
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Figure 6: Full solution from the
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ingful physically, and it is necessary to find a shock path that will make the solution
unique. Fortunately a jump in the value of the aspect angle across the shock path is
not unphysical, because θ is only the z derivative of the phase, so all it means is that
the phase has a discontinuity in the derivative, but is itself continuous.
For the full Maple worksheets that were used in finding the solution, please refer

to appendices A (definitions of the functions involved) and B (the actual solution).

4 Shock Treatment

Because the solution has the unphysical property of being multi-valued, it is necessary
to find a way of fixing this. The underlying principle is that the conservation law
on which the PDE is based should still be valid, and this leads to a jump condition
determining where there should be a discontinuity in the solution, a so called shock.
For more information on this see for example Logan [1994, ch. 3].

4.1 Finding the Shock Path

To find an equation for the shock path, we need to examine the conservation law,
equation (7). Because this is the actual physical conservation law, it can be used to
find the shock path according to

s′(t) =
[vph]

[θ]
(17)

where s(t) is the shock path, and the square brackets denote the jump in the values
across the shock. Unfortunately, the solution is only available numerically, and s(t)
can’t be determined analytically. The only readily available information about the
solution is the characteristics given by Maple’s PDEPlot function. Fortunately that’s
all that is necessary to find out where the shock occurs.
A program to calculate this using Maple is shown in appendix C. It takes the

result of a PDEPlot calculation and determines all shock paths in that solution, with
the jump condition as an added parameter.
The basic idea of this algorithm is that shocks occur whenever the path of char-

acteristics cross, and that these characteristics carry all information that is necessary
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to calculate the shock. By doing a linear interpolation of the first characteristics that
cross, it is possible to find the location of the point where the shock starts, as well
as the slope of the shock path from the jump condition and the two values of the
solution, interpolated along the characteristics to the shock.
Then the shock continues linearly at first, until another characteristic hits the

shock and is “absorbed”. This then modifies the jump condition, because the new
characteristic will likely have a different value of the solution, so that one of the two
values that make up the jump will change. This way, the shock path can be traced
by continuously recalculating the slope whenever a new characteristic joins the shock,
until the last time step of the solution.
One added complication is that there may be several shocks, and they can merge.

This is treated by terminating all but one of the shocks that merge, and using the
information from all shocks to calculate the new slope. In essence, the characteristics
that have ended at each of the shock are combined, and the outermost characteristics
are used to get the new values of the jump.

4.2 Using the Shock Algorithm

In the present form, all that is necessary for the shock finding to work, is a set of
characteristics determined by Maple’s PDEPlot, as well as a jump condition. The only
condition that is placed on the data is that the initial locations of the characteristics
must be increasing monotonically. Then, the shock finding program would be called
with something like this:

> PDE:=diff(u(x,t),t)+c(u(x,t))*diff(u(x,t),x)=f(u(x,t));

PDE := ( ∂
∂t
u(x, t)) + c(u(x, t)) ( ∂

∂x
u(x, t)) = f(u(x, t))

> IC:=[ s, 0, 0 ], [s=-5..5];

IC := [s, 0, 0], [s = −5..5]
> with(PDEtools):
> solution:=PDEplot(PDE, u(x,t), IC, t = 0..1, numsteps=50,
> stepsize=1/50, numchar=75, x=-5..5, basechar=true):

> jumpcond:=(u1,u2,x,t)->(u1^2/2 - u2^2/2)/(u1-u2);

jumpcond := (u1 , u2 , x, t)→

1

2
u1 2 −

1

2
u2 2

u1 − u2
> read shockinfo:

> ret:=shockinfo(solution,jumpcond):

> shockpaths:=ret[1]:newsol:=ret[2]:

The shockinfo function returns a list of two variables. The first one is a list of
3D paths that contain the shock paths, and the second one is the modified solution,
where the characteristics that cross end at the shock. This works both with or without
the “basechar=true” option to PDEPlot. However, “basechar=only” will not work
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Figure 7: Comparison
of numerical shock cal-
culation and the ana-
lytical shock path. The
red line is the ana-
lytical result, and the
black line is the calcu-
lated shock path.

because it doesn’t return the value of the solution along the characteristics, only the
characteristics themselves.
The application of this algorithm to the problem at hand is shown in appendix D.

4.3 Testing the Shock Algorithm

Now that we’ve seen that the shock finding actually works, it is useful to make sure
that it really returns a correct shock path. To do this, we’ll consider a problem where
the shock path can be calculated analytically. The example chosen here is a simple
traffic flow problem, with a traffic light causing a shock:

ut + 4(1− u)ux = 0 (18)

u(x, 0) =











1
2
if x < −1,

2 if −1 < x < 0,

0 otherwise

(19)

It is easy to show that the shock path in this case is given by

s(t) = 2(t+ 1
3
)− 2

√
3t+ 1 (20)

Figure 7 shows this mathematical solution (red) as well as the solution calculated
by the shock finding algorithm (black) along with the characteristics, for an initial
characteristic spacing of 0.15. It’s clear that while the numerical shock has the same
basic shape, there is still a significant difference. The two main reasons for this
are that the numerical shock can only start when two characteristics cross, i. e. at
t = 0.0239 in this case, where it should start exactly at t = 0. In addition, the linear
interpolation as well as the relatively large spacing of characteristics means that the
shock path itself is not curved enough.
To improve this, one can simply take more characteristics, the result of which is

shown in figure 8. The increased number of characteristics allows better interpolation,
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Figure 8: Same as fig-
ure 7, except that more
characteristics are used
to calculate the numer-
ical shock path, giving
a much better result.

and also makes it possible to start the shock itself a bit earlier. Now the breaking
time is at t = 0.0006789, and the shock follows the analytical solution much closer.
To make the shock finding work best, it is therefore necessary to have as many

characteristics as possible contribute to the shock path, by having a high density of
characteristics in the vicinity of the shock. It is useful to first get a rough idea of where
the shock is going to be, and then adjust the initial condition for the characteristics
such that the shock is as accurate as possible.

5 Results

By using the shock finding algorithm described in the previous section, it is now
possible to calculate a shock path and make the solution for the aspect angle have
unique values.
Appendix D shows the aspect angle itself, which has now a jump instead of mul-

tiple values, but since a jump in the aspect angle is not unphysical, this is a valid
solution. With this, it will now be possible to calculate the amplitude of the waves
by integrating equation (12) along the characteristics.
Another useful property that is worth investigating is the phase. As mentioned

earlier, the conservation law dictates that the phase should be continuous, even across
the shock path. This means that the phase can be used as an indicator of how good
the calculation of the shock path works in this case, because there is no analytical
result that we can compare it to.
The easiest way to calculate the phase is to integrate the frequency along the

characteristics. From equations (2) and (3) we see that

∂S

∂t
= −ω

∂S

∂z
= k‖ (21)

and with
dS

dt
=

∂S

∂t
+ vg‖

∂S

∂z
(22)
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we find
dS

dt
= −ω + vg‖k‖ (23)

This means that along the characteristics, the change in phase S is given by equa-
tion (23) and can easily be integrated, because all three terms on the right hand side
are well defined.
The result from this calculation is shown in appendix E. As expected, the shock

path occurs where the phase surfaces intersect, and this means that the shock path
is rather accurate in this case.

6 Conclusions

We have found a way to numerically calculate the path of a shock, using only the
information from a set of characteristics returned by Maple’s PDEPlot function. By
comparing the calculated shock path with an analytically derived path we found that
the calculation is accurate as long as enough characteristics are available to calculate
the shock path.
In addition, we verified the validity of the calculated path also for the problem of

low-frequency Farley-Buneman waves in a non-uniform medium, where the shock is
seen to correctly handle the conservation law that is dictated by the definition of the
problem.
However, the algorithm is not perfect, because at the moment it can only do linear

interpolation, both of the shock path and the characteristic paths. By using a different
interpolation scheme, it will be possible to improve the shock finding algorithm, and
make it more accurate even with fewer characteristics.
To finish this project, and with the knowledge of the aspect angle, we can now

solve the amplitude equation. This is particularly easy because of the fact that both
equations share the same set of characteristics, so all that is left to do is integrating
equation (12) along each of the characteristics. The amplitude does not have a con-
servation law, because the waves gain energy from the interaction with the electric
and magnetic fields, so that the shock path is still the same as for the aspect angle.
This document and all related files are available on the web at

http://barney.physics.uwo.ca/~drexler/am505/
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